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SUBJECT: SRA 16F Report 
DATE: September 6th, 2016 

PROGRESS ON YEAR PLAN 

Shortening SRA Generals to a 6-day period. 
- Eric consulted with Victoria Scott, Shaarujaa Nadajarah, and Elections 

Department about possibly changing ByLaw 10 Section 8.3, Elections 
Department then discussed whether to allow for a ByLaw change or simply 
move the date of the election start. They then agreed to starting SRA Generals 
on a Friday and ending on the following Thursday. This leaves candidates 
ample time to use the weekend to put up their posters and start their social 
media campaigns and gives them 4 weekdays to do class talks. A large 
portion of this change is thanks to the advice from Victoria Scott and 
Shaarujaa and the work done by Elections Department.  

Lounge Accessibility 
- The MSSS and MHS have already set up a “Makers space” to be booked out 

to any student groups in Social Sciences and Humanities to use from things 
such as clubs to studying within LR Wilson hall. Both the MHS and MSSS will 
have new offices in the building as well as a lounge for students. That being 
said, most of this goal shared by SRA Humanities and Social Sciences is 
already completed. SRA Social Sciences is currently working on contacting 
the MSSS and Social Sciences department to learn more about student 
access to the new lounge.  

Social Sciences Feedback Form 
- A prototype form was made through google forms and sent to the VP External 

of the MSSS to look over. The purpose of this form is to give crucial feedback 
on all events and projects done by the MSSS and asks several questions 
regarding their logistics, execution, etc. This form is meant to be added to the 
MSSS website for any student to use and to be distributed throughout the 
year. Eric is currently waiting on feedback from the MSSS Executives on what 
they think about the form and when to implement it.  



 
PAST EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  
 
Maximizing Study Space in LR Wilson Hall 

- This was a platform point of Eric’s to establish ample furniture within the study 
rooms and lounges of McMaster’s newest building. The motive of this platform 
point was due to a poor amount of insight when installing furniture in the KTH 
lobby for the use of students. After speaking with the 2015-2016 MSSS, 
Michael Couto, him and the Social Sciences department had decided to do a 
furniture order of much more ample furniture that will maximize study space! 
Thank you to Michael Couto and the staff of the Social Sciences department 
that helped him! 

 
UPCOMING EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  
 
Town Hall Meeting 

- Jordan Cole is planning on having a Social Sciences town hall meeting 
towards the end of the month through a collaboration with the MSSS.  

 
CURRENT CHALLENGES  
 
Relationship with the MSSS 

- The MSSS is having issues going forward with setting up a Feedback Form for 
Social Sciences students. Eric is trying to get them to understand the 
importance of feedback but may need help reassuring that so the MSSS can 
move forward on using this idea.  

 
SUCCESSES  
 
SRA General Elections have been shortened to a 7 day period! 
 
 
 
 
 
Best, 
 
Eric Shingleton-Smith 
SRA Social Sciences 
McMaster Students Union 
srassci@msu.mcmaster.ca  
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